Cortical modulation of thalamo-cortical neurons relaying exteroceptive information: a microstimulation study in the guinea pig.
The nature and organization of cortical influences on somatosensory thalamic neurons were investigated in the guinea pig in order to ascertain if mechanisms subserving sensory-motor integration in the thalamus are as precise as has previously been demonstrated in the agranular frontal cortex (AGr) and granular parietal cortex (Gr). The study was carried out on 14 chronically-implanted awake animals. In each experiment one or two motor foci within AGr and Gr were identified according to the region of the movement evoked by intracortical microstimulation at the lowest threshold stimulation (usually 5-15 microA). Spontaneous activity of 182 thalamo-cortical single neurons was recorded in the nucleus ventralis thalami (VT). The neurons were also identified by their response to activation of cutaneous receptive fields (RFs) located in regions of vibrissae or limbs, and then tested for cortical stimulation with a pulse intensity equal to the threshold for evoking motor effects. During the cortico-thalamic tests, the duration of stimulating trains was reduced in order to avoid the appearance of limb or vibrissa movements which could activate somatosensory ascending pathways forwarding peripheral messages to VT. The cortical control on VT neurons appears to be organized in a very precise manner. It was seen that: 1) The influences on these neurons relaying exteroceptive signals specifically emanated from AGr and Gr areas which in turn received exteroceptive input. 2) The vibrissa units responded to stimulation of foci in either AGr or Gr but the reactivity was greater upon stimulation of Gr than AGr. The incidence of responses was very high when the vibrissa RF was overlapping or adjacent to the region of the cortically-evoked vibrissa movement. The response pattern was mostly excitatory. Responses were rarely observed when vibrissa RF lay distant from the vibrissa moved by cortical stimulation. 3) Neurons with limb RFs responded constantly to stimulation of Gr foci only when the RF was overlapping or adjacent to the region of the cortical motor target; in these two conditions the response pattern was excitatory and inhibitory, respectively. Inhibitions only concerned neurons with forelimb RFs. Responses to stimulation of AGr were rarely obtained. From a functional point of view, the excitatory nature of the cortical control on thalamo-cortical VT neurons suggests that a cortical signal inducing movement of a given body part is able to enhance the afferent transmission of somatosensory messages arising in the same body part.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)